AM ONLY AS GREAT AS YOU MAKE ME, O MAN. I SCATTERED THE STARS THROUGH THE NIGHTS TO DEMONSTRATE MY FAITH IN MY BEGINNINGS. SO LONG AS THEY SHINE THE RIGHT SHALL BE.

I CARRY THE LOAD THAT EACH OF YOU BEAR. I SPORT THE GLAMOUR OF THE RICH AND I WEAR THE CLOTHES OF THE POOR. YET POOR, OR RICH, OR GREAT, OR SMALL, WHO CAN LOOK TO THE NIGHT SKY AND FIND DIVISION IN MY EQUALITY OF RIGHTS?

I AM THE SMALLEST OF YOU AND THE GREATEST TOO. NONE CAN CHANGE THE SOLUTION OF THE ESSENCE OF ME THAT MAINTAINS THE LIFE OF THEE.

FOR I AM ETERNITY, THE FUTURE MY RIGHT, MY LEFT IS THE PAST AND I AM NOW, O MAN, SO LONG AS MY LIGHTS SHINE OUT OF THE NIGHTS TO YOU.
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Being most urgent that the Research Laboratory
Building (page 16) be completed and the Experimental
Unit put in operation at the earliest date possible,
the Directors of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom at
Yucca Valley, California, earnestly solicit its
patrons and friends to contribute generously to the
Building Fund.
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THE TABERNACLE

"Now therefore go, and I will be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt say." (Exodus 4:12).

The Christians are eagerly waiting for the return of Jesus and the Jews are still looking for the coming of their Messiah. In either of these cases it is very doubtful if any of the people would recognize the Messiah, or Jesus. If the Messiah or Jesus so professed themselves as such they would be ridiculed and most likely confined.

There is a Great One coming and I am not now qualified to state whether it is the Jewish Messiah, or the Christian Jesus. Possibly they are one and the same?

This I do know; it is that I have been asked to construct a building for a Lord. Some data has been released by myself and others on this structure, but the detailed information has been withheld. There have been some rumors that it is to enclose a healing apparatus. This is not true to my knowledge, although the potentials of the apparatus are apparently unlimited. I am told it will revitalize and rejuvenate the physical bodies of humankind.

It is a strange thing how some people believe in their Holy Books but refuse to accept the fact that God is just as active today inspiring people to do things now as He was in Biblical times.

The building I have been instructed to build is a 21st Century version of the Tabernacle that Moses constructed.

Much of the terminology for various parts of the building and the apparatus therein are different today, but their scientific functions are the same.

Fortunately with modern technology and manufacturing methods we do not have to make the parts of acacia wood and then cover them with metallic foil. This method was used in Moses' time because they had no machinery to make metallic parts. Therefore they made the part of
wood and covered it with metal, giving it the same conductive quality electrically and the same polarity abilities magnetically.

Moses' Tabernacle used the positive power principle of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, exactly the same principle as we are using in this building.

Exodus 25:9 tells Moses how to make the instruments to operate the apparatus.

"According to all that I shew thee, after the pattern of the tabernacle, and the pattern of all the instruments thereof, even so shall ye make it."

Today we would call Moses' "rings" coils, "staves" condensers, "tenons" wires; although Moses' "silver sockets" are still called sockets, or outlets.

Moses surrounded his Tabernacle with skins and cloth curtains. Thus it was all of non-metallic covering. We are doing the same, but with plywood and fibreglass.

The apparatus they made for inside the Tabernacle was called an "ark". Our equipment will be the same, generating an electro-static arc.

The dome of our building is described in Exodus 25:11, "And thou shalt overlay it with pure gold, within and without shalt thou overlay it, and shalt make upon it a crown (dome) of gold round about."

We do not have to use gold leaf as we have the less expensive aluminum foil of today, which Moses didn't have in his time. Can a Leyden jar be described much more accurately than as in the above Biblical verse?

Our building will have a two foot diameter opening in its top, through which I was told one of our space friends (a Lord) would enter and leave the upper floor.

Moses talked with the Lord who entered his Tabernacle, as explained by the Lord himself in Exodus 25:22. "And there I will meet with thee, and I will commune with thee from above the mercy seat, from between the two cherubims which are upon the ark of the testimony, of all things which I will give thee in commandment unto the children of Israel."
The cherubims as described by Ezekiel had four faces (the same as formerly on the Great Pyramid), that of a man, a lion, an eagle, and an ox. This has also been symbolized in the Egyptian gods. The Sphinx being the man and lion in combination, the eagle symbolizing the ability to fly or soar, and the ox or Hebrew Tau, which symbolized the male generative organs. The wings of the cherubim were discharge points, today called an air gap. The cherubim were depicted by Ezekiel as "like coals of fire", which our apparatus will look like when in operation.

"And thou shalt make curtains of goats hair to be a covering upon the tabernacle: eleven curtains shalt thou make." (Exodus 26:7).

The goat's hair was used as a friction generator of static electricity. It is well known that a pith ball coated with gold leaf is repelled by a glass rod that has been electrified by rubbing with silk; and is attracted to a rubber rod that has been rubbed with fur and vice-versa, showing the different polarity reactions. Hair carries a positive polarity charge, silk a negative.

"And thou shalt make forty sockets of silver under the twenty boards, two sockets under one board for his two tenons, and two sockets under another board for his two tenons." (Exodus 26:19).

"And they shall be coupled together beneath, and they shall be coupled together above the head of it unto one ring: thus shall it be for them both; they shall be for the two corners." (Exodus 26:24).

Our building has "one ring" that rotates on a track completely around the outside of the building.

What I am bringing out in this short article is only a very small part of the many verses giving mechanical data on the functioning of Moses' Tabernacle. Only because of an acceleration of critical events on the Earth is it now necessary that I put these things into public knowledge, otherwise they would not have been revealed until after the apparatus was perfectly working.

"And it came to pass, as Moses entered into the tabernacle, the cloudy pillar descended and stood at the door of the tabernacle, and the Lord talked with Moses." (Exodus 33:9).
"And the Lord spake unto Moses face to face, as a man speaketh unto his friend..." (Exodus 33:11).

All of the technical data needed is not in the Holy Books of the various religions. What is given in these books is not enough to build the regenerator; however, I have been given the additional needed data to make a functioning modern Tabernacle.

"For the cloud of the Lord was upon the tabernacle by day, and fire was on it by night, in the sight of all the house of Israel, throughout all their journeys." (Exodus 40:38).

We all know the Tabernacle Moses made was portable. The fire seen by night was the electro-static discharge corona, and the cloud by day was the ionization of the moisture in the air causing a cloud to condense around the Tabernacle. The effect around our building will be identical.

"Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities: thine eyes shall see JerUSAlem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not be taken down; not one of the stakes thereof shall ever be removed, neither shall any of the cords thereof be broken." (Isaiah 33:20).

Our building is a permanent structure.

"And a man shall be as an hiding place from the wind, and a covert from the tempest, as rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land." (Isaiah 32:2).

Can it be coincidence that the Bible says, "Make straight in the desert a highway for our God" (Isaiah 40:3), and five roads leading to Giant Rock are straight? Frank Critzer (the man who made the roads to Giant Rock) was called "straight road Critzer" by the people who knew him.

My job is not to save the world. That job belongs to the coming One. I came only to prepare an instrument much needed for the Earth's future events. Our research is for the benefit of all humanity; Jews, Gentiles, Blacks, Whites, etc; in short all of the people of the race of Man.

I am revealing this information now because we must have more financial support at once for a successful completion of our ten years of effort.
THE SYMBOL OF POWER

Modern children are taught that Columbus discovered the fact that the world was round. Ancient Chinese records showed the Earth was round hundreds of years before Columbus was born.

Ancient symbology recorded all of the things that the modern scientists are "discovering" today. The ego of modern people, whose titles are recognized as the standard of how much one knows, would not think of accepting the fact that Intelligence doesn't have any titles.

The ancient TAU symbol, the symbol of power, has been subverted to show the head of a bull. The original TAU symbol was a picture of the male generative organs. Two horns were added because it wasn't "respectable" to so picture the private parts of a man.

By the same token the ancient "man-tongue" (basic of all Earthly languages) was twisted so the word "Eqa" became the word "Ego". Eqa meant a division, or separative barrier between opposites. Ego means the same thing today. The ego of present-day titled intellectuals will not recognize the Intelligence of untitled people. This is the man created barrier which divides man against man by classifications of titles, states, and nations.

Modern egotists of science, the church, and the State, today live in the hallucination that their titles indicate their Intelligence.

In the drawing on the following page I am going to try to picture for you the duality of many things separated by the Intelligence of all things.

The trinity of infinity is Time, Space, and Being, or the Universal Intelligence called "God" by the people of Earth. Everything in the universe is encompassed within this trinity.

The separation of the future from the past is by the recognition of Time now. The separation of all things is by space, and the separation of all individuals is by
Being. Life is manifested in space by beings. The closed minds of the majority of individuals only recognize their present environment.

When the Church works with Money instead of Religion it manifests the Anti-Christ because it becomes unbalanced, two factors on one side of the line against one on the other. Two things manifesting on one side will result in another thing on the same side of the line.

Two things on opposite sides will manifest balance in the middle. When the Church practices Religion instead of Mammon it will manifest God in the middle.

When Money manifests its opposite of Value instead of Profit, it will be a stable, well balanced monetary system. Money working for Profit manifests the opposite of Profit, which is Loss, therefore we have Money and Loss on one side and Profit on the other side with very little Value, so the Money system is unstable and fluctuates on its fulcrum.

When one thing is operated on one side of the center its opposite will manifest as an equal effect on the other side of the balancing center. This is how God in the middle keeps His created dualities in balance.

Neither side can function without its opposite. Light cannot be distinguished in more light; it can only be contrasted by its opposite of darkness.

Nearly everything today is manifested on the physical or material side of the center. People will not accept things unless they can see them. They cannot yet see the spirit, or electrical body, that causes the physical, chemical body to function. They cannot see their thoughts unless they objectify them by writing them on paper. They accept the Church because they can see it but they cannot see Religion. Life, or Intelligence cannot be seen. Everything on the Earth is a reflection of its opposite, which cannot be seen. You cannot see each other in total darkness. That is why you were given the other senses,
T stands for Trinity of all eternal things.

Power is manifested by the two opposites working together to produce a balanced resultant.
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because each sense has its definite limits. You can hear someone else in the dark. You can feel them, or even perhaps smell them in the dark. When one only accepts that which they can see they manifest Ignorance, which makes them unbalanced.

States and Nations are only man’s divisions of the Earth which God created in one unity. Yet people buy and sell land and fight and kill each other over it by remaining divided against each other by politics and invisible boundaries.

Man was given the power of dominion through unity of the Golden Rule, not by propaganda and petty bickering. Elections do not determine who is the smartest or the most qualified to manage things. They only indicate how many people voted for the one who could speak the best, or offer the most promises.

The Bible states that God created everything in the Universe, then gave dominion of it all to man, and finally rested on the seventh day. Nowhere in the Bible does it say He stopped resting and started creating again. Therefore we were all created at the same time ages ago. No one is "older" than anyone else. Age as we know it is the result of an efficiency loss in the physical body. No one really gets older, they only get smarter or dumber, depending on how they maintain balance between the duality of opposites God gave all of the things He created. He gave us the choice of doing all things in moderation. Only by experiencing a little sorrow can you recognize joy. Only by knowing a little sweet can you know sour.

It seems that the agents of Satan here on Earth are going to make sure you experience enough hell so you can really appreciate heaven. Life and death are an interchange of opposite experiences. You will not accept the one unless you can contrast it with the other.

This path between the Trinity of infinity which forms the cross of the A in the TAU symbol, is different for each individual. The further you get out from the center the longer the path back becomes.
By maintaining a balance between the opposites you reach an at-one-ment with God. Taste a little of the sweet and the sour both and you will discover that they are opposites of the same thing.

You are alive here on the Earth in the very midst of death. There is as much spirit in you here as there is when your physical body dies. You only assimilated the matter of the body from the Earth to use while you are here, so others could see you in the darkness when light reflects off of you. When you return the garment of flesh to Mother Earth it won't hurt. Death is not something to fear. It is only God passing you from one of His hands to the other.

These opposites are the right and left hands of the Creator. Neither is "wrong" or "right". They are both hands of the One God. It all depends on which one you are observing the other from when you get out of balance.

Religion should be the art of godly living. Science should be the knowing of how to live well.

The same picture of the TAU principle of power can be seen relative to the Earth's rotation and its fields, in the July 8, 1958, "Look Magazine" at the bottom of page 42.

The above mentioned picture shows a field around the Earth identical to the field shown around a ball-shaped spacecraft shown in a motion picture that we witnessed at Frank Scully's home in 1953.

The Earth's force field, about which we published many articles in 1953, has now been detected by the man-made satellites orbiting the Earth. We stated in 1954 that humans would not be able to go through this field. Science now says that this field radiates rays at least 1000 times more dangerous than the cosmic rays.

The article we printed in the December, 1954, issue of "Proceedings" under the title of "The Earth-Your Spacecraft" stated: "The Earth's forcefield is the boundary of everything inside of it. Nothing can come into it, or go out through it, without conforming to its positive polarity. This includes rockets made on Earth."
Dr. Albert R. Hibbs of the Caltech Jet Propulsion Laboratory verified this on Tuesday, September 16, 1958, when he said, "About 1,000,000 low energy particles strike every square centimeter of a space object every second at an altitude of 1400 miles."

"Roentgen radiation values of about 100 R. have been observed and this increases steadily with altitude with no indication of leveling off."

"The shielding required to protect a man against the radiation already observed will outweigh many times the man being protected."

We explained how to do this also in the 1954 article so maybe after another four years the "titled brains" will find that out also.

"PROCEEDINGS" SIXTH ANNIVERSARY

This Anniversary issue of the "Proceedings" is the first issue of our sixth year of printing.

The recent increase in the postal rates and constant rise in overall expenses will make it necessary for us to print the "Proceedings" as a quarterly paper unless the donations from our friends and supporters are increased to cover these added burdens.

According to our mailing files about 25% of our readers contribute more than their share of the expenses. 25% contribute enough to hold up their own share of the expense, but 50% are not doing their part.

Please do your part to keep this paper going out to you. We gladly give our time free.
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THE GREAT CONSPIRACY?

It is evident that the "hush-hush" authority that has been hiding the true flying saucer information from the public is now having their own troubles.

The craft apparently built by this country and several other countries working in secret collusion possibly has crashed and been destroyed.

This is the semi-ovoid ship that was seen at Leveland, Texas; Alamogordo, New Mexico; and was contacted by Rhinehold Schmidt in Kearney, Nebraska, and Richard Keyhoe at Playa-Del-Rey, California.

The ship and the expense necessary for research to build it has apparently been financed by some of the missing billions of dollars in the "foreign aid" program. The difference in what was allotted by the U.S. and what was actually received by England, France, Germany, and others amounts to about twenty billion dollars.

The craft was apparently built in Germany and was operated by a German crew. It could have built-in electrical generators which depend on large fans for cooling. The construction is apparently of grained plastic in layers, making the hull a giant condenser which will operate on the Biefield-Brown effect for propulsion.

The area of the apparent crash was in New Mexico.

It is obvious that the secrecy group are trying to get a successful polarity propelled ship in operation and claim that all of the space ships seen by millions of people were all made on Earth under the benefit of military security.

If the Bible prophecy is true then Russia is also in on the collusion. This would explain the exchange of scientists and meetings of small scientific groups at different times. The Bible states that the leaders of the Earth's governments will build craft to repel and fight off the host of the Lord.
"And I saw the beast (mammon), and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against him that sat on the horse, and against his army." (Revelations 19:19).

Possibly this is the answer to General McArthur's statement to the Mayor of Naples, Italy, that "our next war will probably be fought in space."

It would explain the dial instruments, the German speaking crew that both "Smitty" and Richard Keyhoe described, the fans on both ends of the ship which "Smitty" drew pictures of, and the attempt by the authorities to pressure "Smitty" into changing his story. Keyhoe and his two witnesses were apparently told to keep quiet also, as they have not been heard from.

If one has a contact with the genuine space ships they will not be hushed up, or threatened.

Time will reveal all these things and expose all governmental conspiracies.

MINISTRY NEWS

When you receive this issue of the "Proceedings" my wife and I will be on a nine weeks international lecture tour.

The work on the large regenerator building has come to a standstill until we can receive sufficient funds to let the building contract. To interest people in this building is the main purpose of our 10,000 mile trip. Any support or contacts our readers and friends give us will be deeply appreciated.

Y. William Tardel
NEW BOOKS

1. "The Pentagon Case"
   By Col. Victor J. Fox
   The inside story of the intrigue and operation of the world's largest institution by its inmates. Order from your local book store. Publishers are Freedom Press, New York, N.Y.

2. "My Saturnian Lover"
   By Marla Baxter
   A full confession of the lovelife of two people from different planets. I will not give any account of this book as I personally know all the people it tells about. Order from Vantage Press, Inc., 120 W. 31 Street, New York 1, N.Y.

3. "Amazing Mr. Lutterworth"
   By Desmond Leslie
   A very different book by the co-author of "The Saucers Have Landed". It appears to me that Mr. Leslie is telling of an experience of his own under another name. The book can be ordered through your local book store, or from Allan Wingate Ltd., 12 Beauchamp Place, London, S.W.3., England
4. "The Council Of Seven Lights"

By G.W. Van Tassel

This book should be off the press before Christmas. Our "Proceedings" readers are cautioned about buying it with the idea that it is a completely new book, as it contains much of the information that has been printed in the "Proceedings". Publishers are DeVorss and Co., 520 West Ninth St., Los Angeles 15, California. This book can be bought through your local bookstore, from DeVorss and Co., or autographed copies from The Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Box 419, Yucca Valley, California, U.S.A. The price is not yet set but it will be approximately $3.50.